This document describes the Internationalized Domain Names (IDN) Character Table used by TLDH within the .网址 registry for the registration of .网址 domains in the Chinese language.

TLDH’s Chinese IDN implementation has a feature that mitigates homographic attacks due to Han variants by blocking a name from being registered if a similar name is already registered. The mechanism by which this works is that every registered domain name has a computed canonical string associated with it. This canonical string is only used internally to block similar names from being registered.

In addition to the blocking mechanism, bundling is also implemented for the Chinese language. If registration is successful, the requested domain name is always entered into the database. In addition, if the all-traditional or all-simplified variants of the requested domain is requested, they are also entered into the registry database. Therefore, up to three domain names may be associated with a given registration using the “zh” language tag.

The table below lists the characters allowed for registration under the “zh” language tag in the first column. The second column shows the canonical codepoint corresponding to the first column. The third column lists the other variants that also maps to the same canonical character in the second column.

This table is in compliance with the ICANN Guidelines for the Implementation of Internationalized Domain Names and is intended for publication in the IANA IDN Character Table Registry.

U+002D;U+002D  # HYPHEN-MINUS -;-
U+0030;U+0030  # DIGIT ZERO 0;0
U+0031;U+0031  # DIGIT ONE 1;1
U+0032;U+0032  # DIGIT TWO 2;2
U+0033;U+0033  # DIGIT THREE 3;3
U+0034;U+0034  # DIGIT FOUR 4;4
U+0035;U+0035  # DIGIT FIVE 5;5
U+0036;U+0036  # DIGIT SIX 6;6
U+0037;U+0037  # DIGIT SEVEN 7;7
U+0038;U+0038  # DIGIT EIGHT 8;8
U+0039;U+0039  # DIGIT NINE 9;9
U+0061;U+0061  # LATIN SMALL LETTER A a;a
U+0062;U+0062  # LATIN SMALL LETTER B b;b
U+0063;U+0063  # LATIN SMALL LETTER C c;c
U+0064;U+0064  # LATIN SMALL LETTER D d;d
U+0065;U+0065  # LATIN SMALL LETTER E e;e
U+0066;U+0066  # LATIN SMALL LETTER F f;f
U+0067;U+0067  # LATIN SMALL LETTER G g;g
U+0068;U+0068  # LATIN SMALL LETTER H h;h
U+0069;U+0069  # LATIN SMALL LETTER I i;i
U+006A;U+006A  # LATIN SMALL LETTER J j;j
U+006B;U+006B  # LATIN SMALL LETTER K k;k
U+006C;U+006C  # LATIN SMALL LETTER L l;l
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Points</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+540C;U+540C;U+4EDD</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-540C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+540D;U+540D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-540D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+540E;U+540E;U+5F8C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-540E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+540F;U+540F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-540F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5410;U+5410</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5411;U+56AE</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5412;U+5412</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5413;U+5413;U+5687</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5414;U+5414</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5415;U+5415;U+5442</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5416;U+5416</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5417;U+5417;U+55CE</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5418;U+5418</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5419;U+5419</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+541A;U+541A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-541A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+541B;U+541B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-541B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+541C;U+541C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-541C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+541D;U+541D;U+608B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-541D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+541E;U+541E;U+5451</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-541E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+541F;U+541F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-541F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5420;U+5420</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5421;U+5421</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5422;U+5422;U+551A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5423;U+5423</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5424;U+5424</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5425;U+5425</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5426;U+5426</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5427;U+5427</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5428;U+5428;U+5678</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5429;U+5429</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+542A;U+542A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-542A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+542B;U+542B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-542B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+542C;U+542C;U+8074</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-542C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+542D;U+542D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-542D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+542E;U+542E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-542E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+542F;U+542F;U+5553</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-542F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5430;U+5B8F;U+5B8F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5431;U+5431</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5432;U+5432</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5433;U+5433;U+5434</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5434;U+5434;U+5434</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5435;U+5435</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5436;U+5436;U+5450</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5437;U+5437</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5438;U+5438</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5439;U+5439</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+543A;U+543A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-543A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+543B;U+543B;U+5445</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-543B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+543C;U+543C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-543C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+543D;U+543D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-543D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+543E;U+543E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-543E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+543F;U+5444A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-543F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5440;U+5440</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5441;U+5441</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5442;U+5442;U+5415</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5443;U+5443</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5444;U+5444</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5445;U+5445;U+543B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5446;U+5446;U+7343</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5447;U+5447</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5448;U+5448</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5449;U+5449;U+5433</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+544A;U+544A;U+543F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-544A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+544B;U+544B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-544B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+544C;U+544C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-544C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+544D;U+544D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-544D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+544E;U+544E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-544E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unicode</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+544F, U+544F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-544F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5450, U+5450, U+5436</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5451, U+541E, U+541E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5452, U+5452, U+5638</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5454, U+5454, U+54CB</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5455, U+5455, U+5614</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5456, U+5456, U+56A6</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5457, U+5457, U+5504</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5458, U+5458, U+54E1</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5459, U+5459, U+54BC</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+545A, U+545A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-545A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+545B, U+545B, U+55C6</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-545B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+545C, U+545C, U+55DA</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-545C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+545D, U+545D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-545D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+545E, U+545E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-545E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+545F, U+545F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-545F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5460, U+5460</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5461, U+5461, U+5478</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5462, U+5462</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5463, U+5463</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5464, U+5464</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5465, U+5465</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5466, U+5466</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5467, U+5467, U+5478</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5468, U+5468, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5469, U+5469, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+546A, U+546A, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-546A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+546B, U+546B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-546B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+546C, U+546C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-546C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+546D, U+546D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-546D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+546E, U+546E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-546E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+546F, U+546F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-546F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5470, U+5470</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5471, U+5471, U+547C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5472, U+5472</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5473, U+5473</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5474, U+5474</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5475, U+5475, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5476, U+5476</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5477, U+5477</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5478, U+5478</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5479, U+5479</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+547A, U+547A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-547A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+547B, U+547B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-547B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+547C, U+547C, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-547C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+547D, U+547D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-547D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+547E, U+547E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-547E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+547F, U+547F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-547F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5480, U+5480, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5481, U+5481</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5482, U+5482</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5483, U+5483</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5484, U+5484</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5485, U+5485</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5486, U+5486</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5487, U+5487</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5488, U+5488</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5489, U+5489</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+548A, U+548A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-548A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+548B, U+548B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-548B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+548C, U+548C, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-548C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+548D, U+548D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-548D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+548E, U+548E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-548E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+548F, U+548F, U+5492</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-548F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5490, U+5490</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+5491, U+5491</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-5491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C61
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C62
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C63
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C64
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C65
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C66
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C67
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C68
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C69
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C6A
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C6B
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C6C
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C6D
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C6E
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C6F
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C70
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C71
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C72
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C73
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C74
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C75
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C76
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C77
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C78
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C79
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C7A
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C7B
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C7C
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C7D
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C7E
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C7F
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C80
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C81
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C82
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C83
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C84
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C85
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C86
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C87
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C88
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C89
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C8A
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C8B
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C8C
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C8D
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C8E
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C8F
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C90
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C91
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C92
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C93
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C94
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C95
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C96
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C97
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C98
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5C99
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5CA0
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5CA1
# CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-5CA2
U+6015;U+6015  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6015
U+6016;U+6016  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6016
U+6017;U+6017  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6017
U+6018;U+6018  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6018
U+6019;U+6019  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6019
U+601A;U+601A  # CJK Unified Ideograph-601A
U+601B;U+601B  # CJK Unified Ideograph-601B
U+601C;U+601C;U+6190  # CJK Unified Ideograph-601C
U+601D;U+601D  # CJK Unified Ideograph-601D
U+601E;U+601E  # CJK Unified Ideograph-601E
U+601F;U+601F  # CJK Unified Ideograph-601F
U+6020;U+6020  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6020
U+6021;U+6021  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6021
U+6022;U+6022  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6022
U+6023;U+6023  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6023
U+6024;U+6024  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6024
U+6025;U+6025;U+5FE3  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6025
U+6026;U+6026  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6026
U+6027;U+6027  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6027
U+6028;U+6028  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6028
U+6029;U+6029  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6029
U+602A;U+602A  # CJK Unified Ideograph-602A
U+602B;U+602B  # CJK Unified Ideograph-602B
U+602C;U+602C  # CJK Unified Ideograph-602C
U+602D;U+602D  # CJK Unified Ideograph-602D
U+602E;U+602E  # CJK Unified Ideograph-602E
U+602F;U+602F  # CJK Unified Ideograph-602F
U+6030;U+6030  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6030
U+6031;U+5306;U+5306  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6031
U+6032;U+6032  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6032
U+6033;U+604D;U+604D  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6033
U+6034;U+6034  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6034
U+6035;U+6035  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6035
U+6036;U+6036  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6036
U+6037;U+6037  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6037
U+6038;U+6038  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6038
U+6039;U+4ED6;U+4ED6  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6039
U+603A;U+603A  # CJK Unified Ideograph-603A
U+603B;U+603B;U+6374  # CJK Unified Ideograph-603B
U+603C;U+603C;U+61DF  # CJK Unified Ideograph-603C
U+603D;U+603D  # CJK Unified Ideograph-603D
U+603E;U+603E  # CJK Unified Ideograph-603E
U+603F;U+603F;U+61CC  # CJK Unified Ideograph-603F
U+6040;U+6040  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6040
U+6041;U+6041  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6041
U+6042;U+6042;U+609B  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6042
U+6043;U+6043  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6043
U+6044;U+6044  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6044
U+6045;U+6045  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6045
U+6046;U+6052;U+6052  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6046
U+6047;U+6047  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6047
U+6048;U+6048  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6048
U+6049;U+65E8;U+65E8  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6049
U+604A;U+534F;U+534F  # CJK Unified Ideograph-604A
U+604B;U+604B;U+6200  # CJK Unified Ideograph-604B
U+604C;U+604C  # CJK Unified Ideograph-604C
U+604D;U+604D;U+6033  # CJK Unified Ideograph-604D
U+604E;U+604E  # CJK Unified Ideograph-604E
U+604F;U+604F  # CJK Unified Ideograph-604F
U+6050;U+6050  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6050
U+6051;U+6051  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6051
U+6052;U+6052;U+6046  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6052
U+6053;U+6053  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6053
U+6054;U+6054  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6054
U+6055;U+6055  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6055
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unicode</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+6A4D</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A4E</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A4F</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A4F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A50</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A51</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A52</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A54</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A55</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A56</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A57</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A58</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A59</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A5A</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A5B</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A5C</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A5C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A5D</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A5D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A5E</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A5F</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A5F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A60</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A61</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A62</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A63</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A64</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A65</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A66</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A67</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A68</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A69</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A6A</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A6A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A6B</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A6B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A6C</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A6C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A6D</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A6F</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A6F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A71</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A72</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A73</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A74</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A75</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A76</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A77</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A78</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A79</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A7A</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A7A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A7B</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A7B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A7C</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A7C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A7D</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A7D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A7E</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A7F</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A7F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A80</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A81</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A82</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A83</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A84</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A85</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A87</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A88</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A89</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A8B</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A8B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A8C</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A8C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A8D</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A8D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A8E</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A8E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A90</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A91</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A92</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+6A93</td>
<td># CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6A93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
U+6B21; U+6B21  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B21
U+6B22; U+6B22; U+61FD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B22
U+6B23; U+6B23  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B23
U+6B24; U+6B24; U+6B5F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B24
U+6B25; U+6B25  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B25
U+6B26; U+6B26  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B26
U+6B27; U+6B27; U+6B50  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B27
U+6B28; U+6B28  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B28
U+6B29; U+6B29  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B29
U+6B2A; U+6B2A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B2A
U+6B2B; U+6B2B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B2B
U+6B2C; U+6B2C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B2C
U+6B2D; U+6B2D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B2D
U+6B2E; U+6B2E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B2E
U+6B2F; U+6B2F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B2F
U+6B30; U+6B30  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B30
U+6B31; U+6B31  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B31
U+6B32; U+6B32; U+617E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B32
U+6B33; U+559F; U+559F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B33
U+6B34; U+6B34  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B34
U+6B36; U+55FD; U+55FD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B36
U+6B37; U+6B37  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B37
U+6B38; U+6B38; U+8A92  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B38
U+6B39; U+6B39  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B39
U+6B3A; U+6B3A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B3A
U+6B3B; U+6B3B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B3B
U+6B3C; U+6B3C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B3C
U+6B3D; U+94A6; U+94A6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B3D
U+6B3E; U+6B3E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B3E
U+6B3F; U+6B3F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B3F
U+6B41; U+6B41  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B41
U+6B42; U+6B42  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B42
U+6B43; U+6B43  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B43
U+6B44; U+6B44  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B44
U+6B45; U+6B45  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B45
U+6B46; U+6B46  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B46
U+6B47; U+6B47  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B47
U+6B48; U+6B48  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B48
U+6B49; U+6B49  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B49
U+6B4A; U+6B4A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B4A
U+6B4B; U+6B4B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B4B
U+6B4C; U+6B4C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B4C
U+6B4D; U+6B4D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B4D
U+6B4E; U+53F9; U+53F9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B4E
U+6B4F; U+6B4F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B4F
U+6B50; U+6B27; U+6B27  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B50
U+6B51; U+6B51  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B51
U+6B52; U+6B52  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B52
U+6B53; U+6B22; U+6B22  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B53
U+6B54; U+6B54  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B54
U+6B55; U+55B7; U+55B7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B55
U+6B56; U+6B56  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B56
U+6B57; U+6B57  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B57
U+6B58; U+6B58  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B58
U+6B59; U+6B59  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B59
U+6B5A; U+6B5A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B5A
U+6B5B; U+655B; U+655B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B5B
U+6B5C; U+6B5C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B5C
U+6B5E; U+6B5E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B5E
U+6B5F; U+6B24; U+6B24  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B5F
U+6B60; U+6B60  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B60
U+6B61; U+6B22; U+61FD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B61
U+6B62; U+6B62  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B62
U+6B63; U+6B63  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B63
U+6B64; U+6B64  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B64
U+6B65; U+6B65; U+6B69  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B65
U+6B66; U+6B66  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6B66
U+6CBD;U+6CBD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CBD
U+6CBE;U+6CBE;U+9711 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CBE
U+6CBF;U+6CBF # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CBF
U+6CC0;U+6CC0 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC0
U+6CC1;U+51B5;U+51B5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC1
U+6CC2;U+6CC2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC2
U+6CC3;U+6CC3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC3
U+6CC4;U+6CC4;U+6D29 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC4
U+6CC5;U+6CC5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC5
U+6CC6;U+6CC6 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC6
U+6CC7;U+6CC7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC7
U+6CC8;U+6CC8 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC8
U+6CC9;U+6CC9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CC9
U+6CCA;U+6CCA;U+6FFC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CCA
U+6CCB;U+6CCB # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CCB
U+6CCC;U+6CCC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CCC
U+6CCD;U+6CCD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CCD
U+6CCE;U+6CCE # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CCE
U+6CCF;U+6CCF # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CCF
U+6CD0;U+6CD0 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD0
U+6CD1;U+6CD1 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD1
U+6CD2;U+6D3E;U+6D3E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD2
U+6CD3;U+6CD3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD3
U+6CD4;U+6CD4 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD4
U+6CD5;U+6CD5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD5
U+6CD6;U+6CD6 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD6
U+6CD7;U+6CD7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD7
U+6CD9;U+6CD9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD9
U+6CD9;U+6CD9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CD9
U+6CDA;U+6CDA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDA
U+6CDB;U+6CDB;U+6C3E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDB
U+6CDC;U+6CDC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDC
U+6CDD;U+6EAF;U+6EAF # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDD
U+6CDE;U+6CDE;U+6FD8 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDE
U+6CDF;U+6CDF # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDF
U+6CE0;U+6CE0;U+6FAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE0
U+6CE1;U+6CE1 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE1
U+6CE2;U+6CE2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE2
U+6CE3;U+6CE3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE3
U+6CE4;U+6CE4 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE4
U+6CE5;U+6CE5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE5
U+6CE6;U+6CE6;U+6D7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE6
U+6CE7;U+6CE7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE7
U+6CE8;U+6CE8;U+6A3B # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE8
U+6CE9;U+6CE9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CE9
U+6CEA;U+6CEA;U+6D99 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CEA
U+6CEB;U+6CEB # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CEB
U+6CEC;U+6CEC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CEC
U+6CDE;U+6B74;U+6B74 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CDE
U+6CEE;U+6CEE # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CEE
U+6CEF;U+6CEF # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CEF
U+6CF0;U+6CF0 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF0
U+6CF1;U+6CF1 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF1
U+6CF2;U+6CF2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF2
U+6CF3;U+6CF3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF3
U+6CF5;U+6CF5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF5
U+6CF6;U+6CF6;U+6FA9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF6
U+6CF7;U+6CF7;U+7027 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF7
U+6CF8;U+6CF8;U+7018 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF8
U+6CF9;U+6CF9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CF9
U+6CFA;U+6CFA;U+6FFC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CFA
U+6CFB;U+6CFB;U+7009 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CFB
U+6CFC;U+6CFC;U+6F51 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CFC
U+6CFD;U+6CFD;U+6CA2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CFD
U+6CFE;U+6CFE;U+6D87 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-6CFF
U+6D84;U+6D84  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D84
U+6D85;U+6D85  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D85
U+6D86;U+6D86  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D86
U+6D87;U+6CFE;U+6CFE  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D87
U+6D88;U+6D88  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D88
U+6D89;U+6D89;U+6E09  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D89
U+6D8A;U+6D8A  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D8A
U+6D8B;U+6D8B  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D8B
U+6D8C;U+6D8C;U+6E67  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D8C
U+6D8D;U+6D8D  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D8D
U+6D8E;U+6D8E  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D8E
U+6D8F;U+6D8F  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D8F
U+6D90;U+6D90  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D90
U+6D91;U+6D91  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D91
U+6D92;U+6D92  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D92
U+6D93;U+6D93  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D93
U+6D94;U+6D94  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D94
U+6D95;U+6D95  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D95
U+6D97;U+6D9A;U+6D9A  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D97
U+6D99;U+6D9B;U+6D9B  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D99
U+6D9A;U+6D9A  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D9A
U+6D9B;U+6D9B;U+6F64  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D9B
U+6D9D;U+6D9D;U+6F87  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D9D
U+6D9E;U+6D9E;U+6F06  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D9E
U+6D9F;U+6D9F;U+6F23  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6D9F
U+6DA0;U+6DA0;U+6F7F  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA0
U+6DA1;U+6DA1;U+6E26  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA1
U+6DA2;U+6DA2;U+6E83  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA2
U+6DA3;U+6DA3;U+6E19  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA3
U+6DA4;U+6DA4;U+6ECC  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA4
U+6DA5;U+6DA5  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA5
U+6DA6;U+6DA6;U+6F64  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA6
U+6DA7;U+6DA7;U+6F97  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA7
U+6DA8;U+6DA8;U+6F32  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA8
U+6DA9;U+6DA9;U+6E08  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DA9
U+6DAA;U+6DAA  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DAA
U+6DAB;U+6DAB  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DAB
U+6 DAC;U+6DAC  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DAC
U+6DAD;U+6DAD  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DAD
U+6DAE;U+6DAE  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DAE
U+6DAF;U+6DAF  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DAF
U+6DB0;U+6DB0  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB0
U+6DB1;U+6DB1  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB1
U+6DB2;U+6DB2  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB2
U+6DB3;U+6DB3  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB3
U+6DB4;U+6DB4  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB4
U+6DB5;U+6DB5  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB5
U+6DB6;U+6DB6  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB6
U+6DB7;U+6DB7  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB7
U+6DB8;U+6DB8  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB8
U+6DB9;U+6DB9  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DB9
U+6DBA;U+6DBA  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DBA
U+6DBB;U+6DBB  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DBB
U+6DBC;U+51C9;U+51C9  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DBC
U+6DBD;U+6DBD  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DBD
U+6DBE;U+6DBE  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DBE
U+6DBF;U+6DBF  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DBF
U+6DC0;U+6DC0;U+6F61  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC0
U+6DC1;U+6DC1  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC1
U+6DC2;U+6DC2  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC2
U+6DC3;U+6DC3  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC3
U+6DC4;U+6DC4  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC4
U+6DC5;U+6DC5  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC5
U+6DC6;U+6DC6  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC6
U+6DC7;U+6DC7  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC7
U+6DC8;U+6DC8  # CJK Unified Ideograph-6DC8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unicode</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+76EC</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76ED</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76ED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76EF</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76EF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F0</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F1</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F2</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F3</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F4</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F5</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F6</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F7</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F8</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76F9</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76F9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76FA</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76FB</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76FB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76FC</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76FC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76FD</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76FE</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76FE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+76FF</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 76FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7701</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7702</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7703</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7704</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7705</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7706</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7707</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7708</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7709</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+770A</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 770A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+770B</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 770B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+770C</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 770C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+770D</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 770D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+770E</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 770E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+770F</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 770F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7710</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7711</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7712</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7713</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7714</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7715</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7716</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7717</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7718</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7719</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+771A</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 771A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+771B</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 771B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+771C</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 771C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+771D</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 771D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+771E</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 771E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+771F</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 771F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7720</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7721</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7722</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7723</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7724</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7725</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7726</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7727</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7728</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7729</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+772A</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 772A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+772B</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 772B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+772C</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 772C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+772D</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 772D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+772E</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 772E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+772F</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 772F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7730</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+7731</td>
<td>CJK</td>
<td>Unified Ideograph - CJK 7731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
U+7775;U+7775  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7775
U+7776;U+7776  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7776
U+7777;U+7777  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7777
U+7778;U+7778  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7778
U+7779;U+7779  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7779
U+777A;U+777A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-777A
U+777B;U+777B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-777B
U+777C;U+777C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-777C
U+777D;U+777D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-777D
U+777E;U+777E;U+7776A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-777E
U+777F;U+777F;U+777F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-777F
U+7780;U+7780  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7780
U+7781;U+7781  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7781
U+7782;U+7782  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7782
U+7783;U+7783  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7783
U+7784;U+7784  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7784
U+7785;U+7785;U+7785  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7785
U+7786;U+7786;U+7786  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7786
U+7787;U+7787;U+7787  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7787
U+7788;U+7788  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7788
U+7789;U+7789  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7789
U+778A;U+778A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-778A
U+778B;U+778B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-778B
U+778C;U+778C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-778C
U+778D;U+778D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-778D
U+778E;U+778E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-778E
U+778F;U+778F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-778F
U+7790;U+7790  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7790
U+7791;U+7791  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7791
U+7792;U+7792;U+7792  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7792
U+7793;U+7793  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7793
U+7794;U+7794  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7794
U+7795;U+7795  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7795
U+7796;U+7796  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7796
U+7797;U+7797  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7797
U+7798;U+7798;U+7798  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7798
U+7799;U+7799  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7799
U+779A;U+779A;U+779A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-779A
U+779B;U+779B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-779B
U+779C;U+779C;U+779C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-779C
U+779D;U+779D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-779D
U+779E;U+779E;U+779E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-779E
U+779F;U+779F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-779F
U+77A0;U+77A0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A0
U+77A1;U+77A1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A1
U+77A2;U+77A2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A2
U+77A3;U+77A3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A3
U+77A4;U+77A4;U+77A4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A4
U+77A5;U+77A5;U+77A5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A5
U+77A6;U+77A6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A6
U+77A7;U+77A7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A7
U+77A8;U+77A8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A8
U+77A9;U+77A9;U+77A9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77A9
U+77AA;U+77AA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77AA
U+77AB;U+77AB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77AB
U+77AC;U+77AC;U+77AC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77AC
U+77AD;U+77AD;U+77AD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77AD
U+77AE;U+77AE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77AE
U+77AF;U+77AF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77AF
U+77B0;U+77B0;U+77B0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B0
U+77B1;U+77B1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B1
U+77B2;U+77B2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B2
U+77B3;U+77B3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B3
U+77B4;U+77B4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B4
U+77B5;U+77B5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B5
U+77B6;U+77B6;U+77B6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-77B6
U+7A72;U+7A72  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A72
U+7A73;U+7A73  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A73
U+7A74;U+7A74;U+5CA4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A74
U+7A75;U+6316;U+6316  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A75
U+7A76;U+7A76  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A76
U+7A77;U+7A77;U+7AAE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A77
U+7A78;U+7A78  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A78
U+7A79;U+7A79  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A79
U+7A7A;U+7A7A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A7A
U+7A7B;U+5B87;U+5B87  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A7B
U+7A7C;U+7A7C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A7C
U+7A7D;U+9631;U+9631  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A7D
U+7A7E;U+7A7E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A7E
U+7A7F;U+7A7F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A7F
U+7A80;U+7A80  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A80
U+7A81;U+7A81  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A81
U+7A82;U+7A82;U+7ACA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A82
U+7A83;U+7A83  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A83
U+7A84;U+7A84  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A84
U+7A85;U+7A85  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A85
U+7A86;U+7A86  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A86
U+7A87;U+7A87  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A87
U+7A88;U+7A88  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A88
U+7A89;U+7A89  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A89
U+7A8A;U+7A8A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A8A
U+7A8B;U+7A8B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A8B
U+7A8C;U+7A8C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A8C
U+7A8D;U+7A8D;U+7AC5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A8D
U+7A8E;U+7A8E;U+7AB5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A8E
U+7A8F;U+7A8F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A8F
U+7A90;U+7A90  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A90
U+7A91;U+7A91;U+7AAF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A91
U+7A92;U+7A92  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A92
U+7A93;U+7A97;U+7A97  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A93
U+7A94;U+7A94  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A94
U+7A95;U+7A95  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A95
U+7A96;U+7A96  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A96
U+7A97;U+7A97;U+7A93  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A97
U+7A98;U+7A98  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A98
U+7A99;U+7A99  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A99
U+7A9A;U+7A9A;U+7AC4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9A
U+7A9B;U+7A9B;U+7AAA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9B
U+7A9C;U+7A9C;U+7ACA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9C
U+7A9D;U+7A9D;U+7AA9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9D
U+7A9E;U+7A9E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9E
U+7A9F;U+7A9F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9F
U+7AA0;U+7AA0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A90
U+7AA1;U+7AA1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A91
U+7AA2;U+7AA2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A92
U+7AA3;U+7AA3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A93
U+7AA4;U+7AA4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A94
U+7AA5;U+7AA5;U+7AA5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A95
U+7AA6;U+7AA6;U+7AA6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A96
U+7AA7;U+7AA7;U+7AA7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A97
U+7AA8;U+7AA8;U+7AA8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A98
U+7AA9;U+7AA9;U+7AA9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A99
U+7AAA;U+7AAA;U+7AAA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9A
U+7AAC;U+7AAC;U+7AAC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9B
U+7AAB;U+7AAB;U+7AAB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9C
U+7AAC;U+7AAC;U+7AAC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9D
U+7AAD;U+7AAD;U+7AAD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9E
U+7AAE;U+7AAE;U+7AAE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7A9F
U+7AAF;U+7AAF;U+7AAF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7AA0
U+7AB0;U+7AB0;U+7AB0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7AA1
U+7AB1;U+7AB1;U+7AB1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7AA2
U+7AB2;U+7AB2;U+7AB2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7AA3
U+7AB3;U+7AB3;U+7AB3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7AA4
U+7AB4;U+7AB4;U+7AB4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7AA5
U+7CE7；U+7CAE；U+7CAE # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CE7
U+7CE8；U+7CE8 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CE8
U+7CE9；U+7CE9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CE9
U+7CEA；U+7CEA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CEA
U+7CEB；U+7CEB # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CEB
U+7CEC；U+7CEC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CEC
U+7CED；U+7CBD；U+7CBD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CED
U+7CEE；U+7CEE # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CEE
U+7CEF；U+7CEF # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CEF
U+7CF0；U+56E2；U+56E2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF0
U+7CF1；U+7CF5；U+7CF5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF1
U+7CF2；U+7C9D；U+7C9D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF2
U+7CF3；U+7CF3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF3
U+7CF4；U+7CF4 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF4
U+7CF5；U+7CF5；U+7CF5 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF5
U+7CF6；U+7C9C；U+7C9C # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF6
U+7CF7；U+7CF7；U+7CF7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF7
U+7CF8；U+7CF8；U+7CF8 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF8
U+7CF9；U+7CF9；U+7CF9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CF9
U+7CFA；U+7CFA；U+4FC2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CFA
U+7CFD；U+7CFD；U+7CFD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CFD
U+7CFE；U+7EAD；U+7EAD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7CFE
U+7D00；U+7EAA；U+7EAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D00
U+7D01；U+8869；U+8869 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D01
U+7D02；U+7EA3；U+7EA3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D02
U+7D03；U+7D03 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D03
U+7D04；U+7EAE；U+7EAE # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D04
U+7D05；U+7EAA；U+7EAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D05
U+7D06；U+7EAA；U+7EAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D06
U+7D07；U+7EAA；U+7EAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D07
U+7D08；U+7EAA；U+7EAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D08
U+7D09；U+7EAA；U+7EAA # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D09
U+7D0A；U+7D0A # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D0A
U+7D0B；U+7D0B；U+7D0B # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D0B
U+7D0C；U+7D0C # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D0C
U+7D0D；U+7D0D；U+7D0D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D0D
U+7D0E；U+7D0E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D0E
U+7D0F；U+7D0F # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D0F
U+7D10；U+7D10；U+7D10 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D10
U+7D11；U+7D11 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D11
U+7D12；U+7D12 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D12
U+7D13；U+7D13 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D13
U+7D14；U+7D14 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D14
U+7D15；U+7D15 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D15
U+7D16；U+7D16 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D16
U+7D17；U+7D17 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D17
U+7D18；U+7D18 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D18
U+7D19；U+7D19 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D19
U+7D1A；U+7D1A # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D1A
U+7D1B；U+7D1B # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D1B
U+7D1C；U+7D1C # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D1C
U+7D1D；U+7D1D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D1D
U+7D1E；U+7D1E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D1E
U+7D1F；U+7D1F # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D1F
U+7D20；U+7D20；U+69A1 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D20
U+7D21；U+7D21；U+7D21 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D21
U+7D22；U+7D22 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D22
U+7D23；U+7D23 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D23
U+7D24；U+7D24 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D24
U+7D25；U+624E；U+624E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D25
U+7D26；U+7D26 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D26
U+7D27；U+7D27；U+7D27 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D27
U+7D28；U+7D28 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D28
U+7D29；U+7D29 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7D29
U+7F4A;U+7F4A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F4A
U+7F4B;U+7F4E;U+74EE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F4B
U+7F4D;U+7F4D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F4D
U+7F4F;U+7F4F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F4F
U+7F50;U+7F50;U+9475  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F50
U+7F51;U+7F51;U+7DB2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F51
U+7F52;U+7F52  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F52
U+7F53;U+7F53  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F53
U+7F54;U+7F54  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F54
U+7F55;U+7F55  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F55
U+7F56;U+7F56  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F56
U+7F57;U+7F57;U+7F85  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F57
U+7F58;U+7F58;U+7F66  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F58
U+7F59;U+7F59  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F59
U+7F5A;U+7F5A;U+8FA0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F5A
U+7F5B;U+7F5B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F5B
U+7F5C;U+7F5C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F5C
U+7F5D;U+7F5D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F5D
U+7F5E;U+7F5E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F5E
U+7F5F;U+7F5F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F5F
U+7F60;U+7F60  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F60
U+7F61;U+7F61  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F61
U+7F62;U+7F62;U+7F77  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F62
U+7F63;U+6302;U+6302  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F63
U+7F64;U+7F64  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F64
U+7F65;U+7F65;U+7F82  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F65
U+7F66;U+7F66;U+7F58  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F66
U+7F67;U+7F67  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F67
U+7F68;U+7F68  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F68
U+7F69;U+7F69  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F69
U+7F6A;U+7F6A;U+8FA0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F6A
U+7F6B;U+7F6B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F6B
U+7F6C;U+7F6C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F6C
U+7F6D;U+7F6D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F6D
U+7F6E;U+7F6E;U+5BD8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F6E
U+7F6F;U+7F6F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F6F
U+7F70;U+7F70;U+7F87  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F70
U+7F71;U+7F71  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F71
U+7F72;U+7F72  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F72
U+7F73;U+7F73  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F73
U+7F74;U+7F74;U+7F86  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F74
U+7F75;U+9A82;U+99E1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F75
U+7F76;U+7F76;U+7F80  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F76
U+7F77;U+7F77;U+7F62  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F77
U+7F78;U+7F78;U+7F5A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F78
U+7F79;U+7F79  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F79
U+7F7A;U+7F7A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F7A
U+7F7B;U+7F7B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F7B
U+7F7C;U+6B85;U+6B85  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F7C
U+7F7D;U+7F7D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F7D
U+7F7E;U+7F7E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F7E
U+7F7F;U+7F7F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F7F
U+7F80;U+7F76;U+7F76  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F80
U+7F81;U+7F81;U+7F87  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F81
U+7F82;U+7F82;U+7F65  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F82
U+7F83;U+5E42;U+51AA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F83
U+7F85;U+7F85;U+7F70  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F85
U+7F86;U+7F86;U+7F74  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F86
U+7F87;U+7F87;U+7F81  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F87
U+7F88;U+7F88;U+7F81  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F88
U+7F89;U+7F89  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F89
U+7F8A;U+7F8A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F8A
U+7F8B;U+8288;U+8288  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-7F8B
U+82BA;U+82BA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82BA
U+82BB;U+520D;U+520D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82BB
U+82BD;U+82BC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82BD
U+82BF;U+82BD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82BF
U+82C0;U+82BC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C0
U+82C1;U+82C1;U+84EF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C1
U+82C2;U+82C2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C2
U+82C3;U+82C3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C3
U+82C4;U+82C4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C4
U+82C5;U+5208;U+5208  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C5
U+82C6;U+82C6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C6
U+82C7;U+82C7;U+8466  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C7
U+82C8;U+82C8;U+85F6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C8
U+82C9;U+82C9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82C9
U+82CA;U+82CA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82CA
U+82CB;U+82CB;U+83A7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82CB
U+82CC;U+82CC;U+8407  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82CC
U+82CD;U+82CD;U+84BC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82CD
U+82CE;U+82CE;U+82E7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82CE
U+82CF;U+82CF;U+56CC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82CF
U+82D0;U+82D0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D0
U+82D1;U+82D1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D1
U+82D2;U+82D2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D2
U+82D3;U+82D3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D3
U+82D4;U+82D4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D4
U+82D5;U+82D5;U+82B6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D5
U+82D6;U+82D6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D6
U+82D7;U+82D7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D7
U+82D8;U+82D8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D8
U+82D9;U+82D9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82D9
U+82DA;U+82DA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82DA
U+82DB;U+82DB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82DB
U+82DC;U+82DC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82DC
U+82DD;U+82DD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82DD
U+82DE;U+82DE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82DE
U+82DF;U+82DF;U+82B6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82DF
U+82E0;U+82E0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E0
U+82E1;U+82E1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E1
U+82E2;U+82E2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E2
U+82E3;U+82E3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E3
U+82E4;U+82E4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E4
U+82E5;U+82E5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E5
U+82E6;U+82E6;U+7614  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E6
U+82E7;U+82E7;U+82CE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E7
U+82E8;U+82E8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E8
U+82E9;U+82E9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82E9
U+82EA;U+82EA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82EA
U+82EB;U+82EB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82EB
U+82EC;U+82EC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82EC
U+82ED;U+82ED  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82ED
U+82EE;U+82EE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82EE
U+82EF;U+82EF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82EF
U+82F0;U+82F0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F0
U+82F1;U+82F1;U+5040  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F1
U+82F2;U+82F2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F2
U+82F3;U+82F3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F3
U+82F4;U+82F4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F4
U+82F5;U+82F5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F5
U+82F6;U+82F6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F6
U+82F7;U+82F7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F7
U+82F8;U+82F8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F8
U+82F9;U+82F9;U+860B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82F9
U+82FA;U+82FA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-82FA
U+859B;U+859B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-859B
U+859C;U+859C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-859C
U+859D;U+859D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-859D
U+859E;U+8575;U+8575  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-859E
U+85A0;U+85A0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A0
U+85A1;U+85A1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A1
U+85A2;U+85A2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A2
U+85A3;U+85A3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A3
U+85A4;U+85A4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A4
U+85A5;U+85A5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A5
U+85A6;U+8350;U+8350  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A6
U+85A7;U+85A7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A7
U+85A8;U+85A8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A8
U+85A9;U+8428;U+8428  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85A9
U+85AA;U+85AA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85AA
U+85AB;U+85BA;U+85B0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85AB
U+85AC;U+836F;U+836F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85AC
U+85AD;U+85AD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85AD
U+85AE;U+85AE;U+85EA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85AE
U+85AF;U+85F7;U+85A0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85AF
U+85B0;U+85B0;U+85AB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B0
U+85B1;U+85B1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B1
U+85B2;U+85B2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B2
U+85B3;U+85B3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B3
U+85B4;U+85B4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B4
U+85B5;U+85B5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B5
U+85B6;U+85B6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B6
U+85B7;U+85B7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B7
U+85B8;U+85B8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B8
U+85B9;U+85B9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85B9
U+85BA;U+8360;U+8360  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85BA
U+85BC;U+85BC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85BC
U+85BD;U+85BD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85BD
U+85BE;U+85BE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85BE
U+85BF;U+85BF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85BF
U+85C0;U+85C0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C0
U+85C1;U+85C1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C1
U+85C2;U+4E1B;U+4E1B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C2
U+85C3;U+85C3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C3
U+85C4;U+85C4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C4
U+85C5;U+85C5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C5
U+85C6;U+85C6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C6
U+85C7;U+85C7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C7
U+85C8;U+85C8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C8
U+85C9;U+85C9;U+501F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85C9
U+85CA;U+85CA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85CA
U+85CB;U+85CB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85CB
U+85CD;U+84DD;U+84DD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85CD
U+85CE;U+8369;U+8369  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85CE
U+85CF;U+85CF;U+8535  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85CF
U+85D0;U+85D0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D0
U+85D1;U+85D1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D1
U+85D2;U+85D2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D2
U+85D3;U+85D3;U+861A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D3
U+85D4;U+85D4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D4
U+85D5;U+85D5;U+8545  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D5
U+85D6;U+85D6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D6
U+85D7;U+85D7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D7
U+85D8;U+85D8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D8
U+85D9;U+85D9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85D9
U+85DA;U+85DA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85DA
U+85DB;U+85DB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85DB
U+85DC;U+85DC;U+853E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85DC
U+85DD;U+827A;U+517F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-85DD
U+88C8;U+88C8;U+890C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88C8
U+88C9;U+88C9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88C9
U+88CA;U+8885;U+5ACB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88CA
U+88CB;U+88CB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88CB
U+88CC;U+5939;U+5939  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88CC
U+88CD;U+88CD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88CD
U+88CE;U+88CE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88CE
U+88CF;U+91CC;U+88E1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88CF
U+88D0;U+88D0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D0
U+88D1;U+88D1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D1
U+88D2;U+88D2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D2
U+88D3;U+88D3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D3
U+88D4;U+88D4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D4
U+88D5;U+88D5;U+5E2C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D5
U+88D6;U+88D6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D6
U+88D7;U+88D7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D7
U+88D8;U+88D8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D8
U+88D9;U+88D9;U+5E2C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88D9
U+88DA;U+88DA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88DA
U+88DB;U+88DB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88DB
U+88DC;U+8865;U+8865  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88DC
U+88DD;U+88C5;U+88C5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88DD
U+88DE;U+88DE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88DE
U+88DF;U+88DF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88DF
U+88E0;U+88D9;U+88D9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E0
U+88E1;U+91CC;U+888F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E1
U+88E2;U+88E2;U+8933  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E2
U+88E3;U+88E3;U+895D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E3
U+88E4;U+88E4;U+8932  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E4
U+88E5;U+88E5;U+8947  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E5
U+88E7;U+88E7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E7
U+88E8;U+88E8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88E8
U+88EA;U+88EA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88EA
U+88EB;U+88EB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88EB
U+88EC;U+88EC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88EC
U+88EE;U+88EE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88EE
U+88EF;U+88EF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88EF
U+88F0;U+88F0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F0
U+88F1;U+88F1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F1
U+88F2;U+88F2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F2
U+88F3;U+88F3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F3
U+88F4;U+88F4;U+88F5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F4
U+88F5;U+88F5;U+88F5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F5
U+88F6;U+88F6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F6
U+88F7;U+88F7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F7
U+88F8;U+88F8;U+81DD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F8
U+88F9;U+88F9;U+8901  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88F9
U+88FA;U+88FA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88FA
U+88FB;U+88FB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88FB
U+88FC;U+88FC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88FC
U+88FD;U+5236;U+5236  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88FD
U+88FE;U+88FE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88FE
U+88FF;U+88FF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-88FF
U+8900;U+5E3A;U+5E3A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8900
U+8901;U+88F9;U+88F9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8901
U+8902;U+8902  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8902
U+8903;U+8903  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8903
U+8904;U+8904  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8904
U+8905;U+8905  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8905
U+8906;U+8906  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8906
U+8907;U+590D;U+590D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8907
U+8908;U+8908  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8908
U+8909;U+8909  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8909
U+890A;U+890A;U+60FC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-890A
U+890B;U+890B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-890B
U+8AB0;U+8C01;U+8C01  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB0
U+8AB1;U+8AB1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB1
U+8AB2;U+8BFE;U+8BFE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB2
U+8AB3;U+8AB3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB3
U+8AB4;U+8AB4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB4
U+8AB5;U+8AB5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB5
U+8AB6;U+8C07;U+8C07  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB6
U+8AB8;U+8AB8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB8
U+8AB9;U+8BFD;U+8BFD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AB9
U+8ABA;U+8ABA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ABA
U+8ABB;U+8ABB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ABB
U+8ABC;U+8C0A;U+8C0A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ABC
U+8ABD;U+8ABD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ABD
U+8ABE;U+8A1A;U+8A1A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ABE
U+8ABF;U+8C03;U+8C03  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ABF
U+8AC0;U+8AC0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC0
U+8AC1;U+8AC1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC1
U+8AC2;U+8C04;U+8C04  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC2
U+8AC3;U+8AC3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC3
U+8AC4;U+8C06;U+8C06  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC4
U+8AC5;U+5FCC;U+5FCC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC5
U+8AC6;U+8AC6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC6
U+8AC7;U+8C08;U+8C08  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC7
U+8AC8;U+8AC8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC8
U+8AC9;U+8BFF;U+8BFF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AC9
U+8ACA;U+8ACA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ACA
U+8ACB;U+8BF7;U+8BF7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ACB
U+8ACC;U+8C0f;U+8AEB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ACC
U+8ACD;U+8BE4;U+8BE4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ACD
U+8ACE;U+8ACE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ACE
U+8ACF;U+8BF9;U+8BF9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ACF
U+8AD0;U+8BFC;U+8BFC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD0
U+8AD1;U+8C05;U+8C05  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD1
U+8AD2;U+8AD2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD2
U+8AD3;U+8AD3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD3
U+8AD4;U+8AD4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD4
U+8AD5;U+8AD5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD5
U+8AD6;U+8BBA;U+8BBA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD6
U+8AD7;U+8C02;U+8C02  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD7
U+8AD8;U+8AD8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD8
U+8AD9;U+8BDD;U+8BDD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AD9
U+8ADA;U+8ADA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ADA
U+8ADB;U+8C00;U+8C00  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ADB
U+8ADC;U+8C04;U+8C04  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ADC
U+8ADD;U+8C1E;U+8C1E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8ADD
U+8ADE;U+8C1D;U+8C1D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AED
U+8AE0;U+8AE0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AE0
U+8AE1;U+8C25;U+8C25  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AE1
U+8AE2;U+8BEE;U+8BEE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AE2
U+8AED;U+8AE3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AED
U+8AE4;U+8C14;U+8C14  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AE4
U+8AE5;U+8AE5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AE5
U+8AE6;U+8C1B;U+8C1B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AE6
U+8AE7;U+8C10;U+8C10  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AEB
U+8AE8;U+8AE8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AEC
U+8AEB;U+8C0F;U+8C0F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AED
U+8AED;U+8C15;U+8C15  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AEE
U+8AEE;U+8C1B;U+54A8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AEE
U+8AFA;U+8AFA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AFA
U+8AF0;U+8AF0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AF0
U+8AF1;U+8BB3;U+8BB3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AF1
U+8AF2;U+8AF2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-8AF2
U+9194;U+9194  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9194
U+9196;U+919D;U+919D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9196
U+9199;U+9199  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9199
U+919A;U+919A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-919A
U+919B;U+919B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-919B
U+919C;U+919D;U+919D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-919C
U+919D;U+919D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-919D
U+919E;U+919D;U+919D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-919E
U+919F;U+919F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-919F
U+91A0;U+91A0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A0
U+91A1;U+91A1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A1
U+91A2;U+91A2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A2
U+91A3;U+91A3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A3
U+91A5;U+91A5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A5
U+91A6;U+91A6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A6
U+91A7;U+91A7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A7
U+91A8;U+91A8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91A8
U+91AA;U+91AA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91AA
U+91AB;U+91AB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91AB
U+91AC;U+91AC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91AC
U+91AD;U+91AD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91AD
U+91AE;U+91AE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91AE
U+91AF;U+91AF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91AF
U+91B0;U+91B0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B0
U+91B1;U+91B1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B1
U+91B2;U+91B2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B2
U+91B3;U+91B3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B3
U+91B4;U+91B4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B4
U+91B5;U+91B5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B5
U+91B6;U+91B6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B6
U+91B7;U+91B7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B7
U+91B8;U+91B8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B8
U+91B9;U+91B9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91B9
U+91BA;U+91BA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91BA
U+91BB;U+91BB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91BB
U+91BC;U+91BC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91BC
U+91BD;U+91BD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91BD
U+91BE;U+91BE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91BE
U+91BF;U+91BF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91BF
U+91C0;U+91C0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C0
U+91C1;U+91C1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C1
U+91C2;U+91C2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C2
U+91C3;U+91C3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C3
U+91C4;U+91C4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C4
U+91C5;U+91C5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C5
U+91C6;U+91C6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C6
U+91C7;U+91C7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C7
U+91C8;U+91C8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C8
U+91C9;U+91C9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91C9
U+91CA;U+91CA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91CA
U+91CB;U+91CB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91CB
U+91CC;U+91CC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91CC
U+91CD;U+91CD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91CD
U+91CE;U+91CE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91CE
U+91CF;U+91CF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91CF
U+91D0;U+91D0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D0
U+91D1;U+91D1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D1
U+91D2;U+91D2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D2
U+91D3;U+91D3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D3
U+91D4;U+91D4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D4
U+91D5;U+91D5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D5
U+91D6;U+91D6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D6
U+91D7;U+91D7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D7
U+91D8;U+91D8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D8
U+91D9;U+91D9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91D9
U+91DA;U+91DA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91DA
U+91DB;U+91DB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91DB
U+91DC;U+91DC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91DC
U+91DD;U+91DD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-91DD
U+92F3;U+94F8;U+9444  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F3
U+92F4;U+92F4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F4
U+92F5;U+92F5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F5
U+92F6;U+950D;U+950D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F6
U+92F7;U+92F7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F7
U+92F8;U+952F;U+952F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F8
U+92F9;U+92F9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92F9
U+92FA;U+7897;U+7897  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92FA
U+92FB;U+92FB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92FB
U+92FC;U+94A2;U+94A2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92FC
U+92FD;U+92FD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92FD
U+92FE;U+92FE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92FE
U+92FF;U+92FF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-92FF
U+9300;U+9300  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9300
U+9301;U+951E;U+951E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9301
U+9302;U+9302  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9302
U+9303;U+9303  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9303
U+9304;U+5F55;U+5F55  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9304
U+9305;U+9305  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9305
U+9306;U+9516;U+9516  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9306
U+9307;U+952B;U+952B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9307
U+9308;U+9529;U+9529  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9308
U+9309;U+9309  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9309
U+930A;U+930A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-930A
U+930B;U+955A;U+93F0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-930B
U+930C;U+930C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-930C
U+930D;U+930D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-930D
U+930E;U+930E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-930E
U+930F;U+94D4;U+94D4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-930F
U+9310;U+9525;U+9525  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9310
U+9311;U+9311  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9311
U+9312;U+9515;U+9515  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9312
U+9313;U+9313  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9313
U+9314;U+9314  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9314
U+9315;U+951F;U+951F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9315
U+9316;U+9316  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9316
U+9317;U+9317  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9317
U+9318;U+9524;U+9524  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9318
U+9319;U+9531;U+9531  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9319
U+931A;U+94EE;U+94EE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-931A
U+931B;U+951B;U+951B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-931B
U+931C;U+931C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-931C
U+931D;U+931D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-931D
U+931E;U+931E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-931E
U+931F;U+952C;U+952C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-931F
U+9320;U+952D;U+952D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9320
U+9321;U+951C;U+951C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9321
U+9322;U+94B1;U+92AD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9322
U+9323;U+9323  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9323
U+9324;U+9324  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9324
U+9325;U+9325  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9325
U+9326;U+9526;U+9526  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9326
U+9327;U+9327  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9327
U+9328;U+951A;U+951A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9328
U+9329;U+9520;U+9520  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9329
U+932A;U+932A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-932A
U+932B;U+932B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-932B
U+932C;U+932C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-932C
U+932D;U+932D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-932D
U+932E;U+9522;U+9522  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-932E
U+932F;U+9519;U+9519  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-932F
U+9332;U+5F55;U+5F55  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9332
U+9333;U+9530;U+9530  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9333
U+9334;U+9334  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9334
U+9335;U+9335  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9335
U+9336;U+8868;U+8868  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9336
U+93C4;U+9548;U+9548  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93C4
U+93C5;U+93C5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93C5
U+93C6;U+93C6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93C6
U+93C7;U+65CB;U+65CB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93C7
U+93C8;U+94FE;U+94FE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93C8
U+93C9;U+93C9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93C9
U+93CA;U+93CA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93CA
U+93CB;U+93CB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93CB
U+93CC;U+9546;U+9546  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93CC
U+93CD;U+9559;U+9559  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93CD
U+93CE;U+6BD5;U+6BD5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93CE
U+93CF;U+93CF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93CF
U+93D0;U+9560;U+9560  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D0
U+93D1;U+955D;U+955D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D1
U+93D2;U+93D2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D2
U+93D3;U+93D3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D3
U+93D4;U+93D4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D4
U+93D5;U+93D5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D5
U+93D6;U+93D6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D6
U+93D7;U+94FF;U+94FF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D7
U+93D8;U+9535;U+9535  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D8
U+93D9;U+93D9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93D9
U+93DA;U+93DA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93DA
U+93DB;U+93DB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93DB
U+93DC;U+9557;U+9557  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93DC
U+93DD;U+9558;U+9558  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93DD
U+93DE;U+955B;U+955B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93DE
U+93DF;U+94F2;U+5257  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93DF
U+93E0;U+955C;U+955C  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E0
U+93E1;U+9556;U+9556  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E1
U+93E2;U+9566;U+9566  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E2
U+93E3;U+93E3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E3
U+93E4;U+9542;U+9542  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E4
U+93E5;U+93E5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E5
U+93E6;U+93E6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E6
U+93E7;U+93E7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E7
U+93E8;U+93E8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E8
U+93E9;U+93E9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93E9
U+93EA;U+93EA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93EA
U+93EB;U+93EB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93EB
U+93EC;U+7F45;U+7F45  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93EC
U+93ED;U+93ED  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93ED
U+93EE;U+93EE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93EE
U+93EF;U+93EF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93EF
U+93F0;U+93F0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F0
U+93F1;U+93F1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F1
U+93F2;U+93F2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F2
U+93F3;U+93F3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F3
U+93F4;U+93F4  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F4
U+93F5;U+93F5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F5
U+93F6;U+93F6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F6
U+93F7;U+93F7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F7
U+93F8;U+93F8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F8
U+93F9;U+93F9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93F9
U+93FA;U+93FA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93FA
U+93FB;U+93FB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93FB
U+93FC;U+93FC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93FC
U+93FD;U+93FD  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93FD
U+93FE;U+93FE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93FE
U+93FF;U+93FF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-93FF
U+9400;U+9400  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9400
U+9401;U+9401  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9401
U+9402;U+9402  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9402
U+9403;U+9403  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9403
U+9404;U+9404  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9404
U+9405;U+9405  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9405
U+9406;U+9406  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9406
U+9407;U+9407  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9407
U+94D4;U+94D4;U+930F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94D4
U+94D5;U+94D5;U+92AA  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94D5
U+94D6;U+94D6;U+92EE  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94D6
U+94D7;U+94D7;U+92CF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94D7
U+94D8;U+94D8;U+92E3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94D8
U+94D9;U+94D9;U+9403  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94D9
U+94DA;U+94DA;U+928D  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94DA
U+94DB;U+94DB;U+943A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94DB
U+94DC;U+94DC;U+9285  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94DC
U+94DD;U+94DD;U+92C1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94DD
U+94DE;U+94DE;U+92B1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94DE
U+94DF;U+94DF;U+92A6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94DF
U+94E0;U+94E0;U+93A7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E0
U+94E1;U+94E1;U+9358  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E1
U+94E2;U+94E2;U+9296  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E2
U+94E3;U+94E3;U+9291  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E3
U+94E4;U+94E4;U+92CC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E4
U+94E5;U+94E5;U+92A9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E5
U+94E6;U+94E6;U+92CB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E6
U+94E7;U+94E7;U+93F5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E7
U+94E8;U+94E8;U+9293  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E8
U+94E9;U+94E9;U+93A9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94E9
U+94EA;U+94EA;U+927F  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94EA
U+94EB;U+94EB;U+929A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94EB
U+94EC;U+94EC;U+927B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94EC
U+94ED;U+94ED;U+9298  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94ED
U+94EE;U+94EE;U+931A  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94EE
U+94EF;U+94EF;U+92AB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94EF
U+94F0;U+94F0;U+9278  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F0
U+94F1;U+94F1;U+92A5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F1
U+94F2;U+94F2;U+5257  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F2
U+94F3;U+94F3;U+9283  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F3
U+94F4;U+94F4;U+940B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F4
U+94F5;U+94F5;U+92A8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F5
U+94F6;U+94F6;U+9280  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F6
U+94F7;U+94F7;U+92A3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F7
U+94F8;U+94F8;U+92F3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F8
U+94F9;U+94F9;U+9412  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94F9
U+94FA;U+94FA;U+8216  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94FA
U+94FB;U+94FB;U+92AB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94FB
U+94FC;U+94FC;U+9338  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94FC
U+94FD;U+94FD;U+92F1  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94FD
U+94FE;U+94FE;U+93C8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94FE
U+94FF;U+94FF;U+935E  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-94FF
U+9500;U+9500;U+92B7  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9500
U+9501;U+9501;U+9396  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9501
U+9502;U+9502;U+92F0  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9502
U+9503;U+9503;U+92E5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9503
U+9504;U+9504;U+9221  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9504
U+9505;U+9505;U+934B  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9505
U+9506;U+9506;U+92EF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9506
U+9507;U+9507;U+92E8  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9507
U+9508;U+9508;U+92B9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9508
U+9509;U+9509;U+92BC  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9509
U+950A;U+950A;U+92D9  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-950A
U+950B;U+950B;U+92D2  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-950B
U+950C;U+950C;U+92C5  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-950C
U+950D;U+950D;U+92F6  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-950D
U+950E;U+950E;U+9426  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-950E
U+950F;U+950F;U+9427  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-950F
U+9510;U+9510;U+92B3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9510
U+9511;U+9511;U+92BB  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9511
U+9512;U+9512;U+92C3  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9512
U+9513;U+9513;U+92DF  # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9513
U+9554;U+9554;U+944C # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9554
U+9555;U+9555;U+9394 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9555
U+9556;U+9556;U+93E2 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9556
U+9557;U+9557;U+93DC # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9557
U+9558;U+9558;U+93DD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9558
U+9559;U+9559;U+93CD # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9559
U+955A;U+955A;U+930B # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-955A
U+955B;U+955B;U+93DE # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-955B
U+955C;U+955C;U+93E1 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-955C
U+955D;U+955D;U+93D1 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-955D
U+955E;U+955E;U+93C3 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-955E
U+955F;U+955F;U+93C7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-955F
U+9560;U+9560;U+93D0 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9560
U+9561;U+9561;U+9414 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9561
U+9562;U+9562;U+941D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9562
U+9563;U+9563;U+9410 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9563
U+9564;U+9564;U+93F7 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9564
U+9565;U+9565;U+9465 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9565
U+9566;U+9566;U+9413 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9566
U+9567;U+9567;U+946D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9567
U+9568;U+9568;U+9420 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9568
U+9569;U+9569;U+9479 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9569
U+956A;U+956A;U+93F9 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-956A
U+956B;U+956B;U+9419 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-956B
U+956C;U+956C;U+944A # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-956C
U+956D;U+956D;U+9433 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-956D
U+956E;U+956E;U+9436 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-956E
U+956F;U+956F;U+9432 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-956F
U+9570;U+9570;U+5286 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9570
U+9571;U+9571;U+943F # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9571
U+9572;U+9572;U+9454 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9572
U+9573;U+9573;U+9463 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9573
U+9574;U+9574;U+945E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9574
U+9575;U+9575;U+9471 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9575
U+9576;U+9576;U+9472 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9576
U+9577;U+9577;U+957F # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9577
U+957A;U+957A # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-957A
U+957B;U+957B # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-957B
U+957C;U+957C # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-957C
U+957D;U+957D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-957D
U+957F;U+957F;U+9577 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-957F
U+9580;U+9580;U+9580 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9580
U+9581;U+9581 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9581
U+9582;U+9582;U+9582 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9582
U+9583;U+9583;U+9583 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9583
U+9584;U+9584 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9584
U+9586;U+9586;U+9586 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9586
U+9587;U+9587;U+9587 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9587
U+9588;U+9588;U+9588 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9588
U+9589;U+9589;U+9589 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9589
U+958A;U+958A # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-958A
U+958B;U+958B;U+958B # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-958B
U+958C;U+958C;U+958C # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-958C
U+958D;U+958D # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-958D
U+958E;U+958E;U+958E # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-958E
U+958F;U+958F;U+958F # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-958F
U+9590;U+9590 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9590
U+9591;U+9591;U+9591 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9591
U+9592;U+9592 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9592
U+9593;U+9593;U+9593 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9593
U+9594;U+9594;U+9594 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9594
U+9595;U+9595 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9595
U+9596;U+9596 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9596
U+9598;U+9598;U+9598 # CJK UNIFIED IDEOGRAPH-9598
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Points</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+9A82;U+9A82;U+508C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A83;U+9A83;U+99F0</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A84;U+9A84;U+618D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A85;U+9A85;U+9AAA</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A86;U+9A86;U+99F1</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A87;U+9A87;U+99ED</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A88;U+9A88;U+99E2</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A89;U+9A89;U+9A68</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A8A;U+9A8A;U+9A6A</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A8B;U+9A8B;U+9A01</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A8C;U+9A8C;U+9A57</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A8D;U+9A8D;U+9A02</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A8E;U+9A8E;U+99F8</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A8F;U+9A8F;U+99FF</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A90;U+9A90;U+9A0F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A91;U+9A91;U+9A0E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A92;U+9A92;U+9A0D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A93;U+9A93;U+9A05</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A94;U+9A94;U+9A0C</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A95;U+9A95;U+9A02</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A96;U+9A96;U+9A01</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A97;U+9A97;U+9A19</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A98;U+9A98;U+9A2D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A99;U+9A99;U+9A24</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9A;U+9A9A;U+9A37</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A9A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9B;U+9A9B;U+9A16</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A9B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9C;U+9A9C;U+9A41</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A9C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9D;U+9A9D;U+9A2E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9E;U+9A9E;U+9A2B</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A9E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9F;U+9A9F;U+9A38</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A9F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA0;U+9AA0;U+9A43</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA1;U+9AA1;U+9A3E</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA2;U+9AA2;U+9A44</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA3;U+9AA3;U+9A4F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA4;U+9AA4;U+9A5F</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA5;U+9AA5;U+9A65</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA6;U+9AA6;U+9A66</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA7;U+9AA7;U+9A64</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA8;U+9AA8</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AA9;U+9AA9;U+9AAB</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9B;U+9A9B;U+9AAA</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AAC;U+9AAC</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AAD;U+9AAD</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AEE;U+9AEE</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9A9F;U+80AE;U+80AE</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB0;U+9AB0</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB1;U+9AB1</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB2;U+9AB2</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB3;U+9AB3</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB4;U+9AB4;U+9ACA</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9BA4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB5;U+4F53;U+4F53</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB6;U+9AB6</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB7;U+9AB7</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB8;U+9AB8</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AB9;U+9AB9;U+8E0D</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9B9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9ABA;U+9ABA</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9ABB;U+80EF;U+80EF</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9ABC;U+9ABC</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9ABE;U+9CAC;U+9CA0</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9ABF;U+9ABF</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9BF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AC0;U+9AC0</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9C0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AC1;U+9AC1</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AC2;U+9AC2</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+9AC3;U+9AC3</td>
<td>CJK Unified Ideograph-U9C3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>